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A breakthrough approach to managing agile software development. Agile methods might just be the alternative to outsourcing. However, agile development must scale in scope and discipline to be acceptable in the boardrooms of the Fortune 1000. In Agile Management for Software Engineering, David J. Anderson shows managers how to apply management science to gain the full business benefits of agility through application of the focused approach taught by Eli Goldratt in his Theory of Constraints.

Whether you're using XP, Scrum, FDD, or another agile approach, you'll learn how to develop management discipline for all phases of the engineering process, implement realistic financial and production metrics, and focus on building software that delivers maximum customer value and outstanding business results.Coverage includes:

	
    Making the business case for agile methods: practical tools and disciplines 

    
	
    How to choose an agile method for your next project 

    
	
    Breakthrough application of Critical Chain Project Management and constraint-driven control of the flow of value 

    
	
    Defines the four new roles for the agile manager in software projects-and competitive IT organizations

    


Whether you're a development manager, project manager, team leader, or senior IT executive, this book will help you achieve all four of your most urgent challenges: lower cost, faster delivery, improved quality, and focused alignment with the business.
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Build iOS Games with Sprite Kit: Unleash Your Imagination in Two DimensionsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	For beginning iOS developers who want to write games and interactive applications.

	

	Take your game ideas from paper to pixels using Sprite Kit, Apple's 2D game development engine. Build two exciting games using Sprite Kit and learn real-world, workshop-tested insights about game design, including cognitive...
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Compression Algorithms for Real Programmers (The For Real Programmers Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 1999
In life, time is money, and on the Internet, the size of data is money.  Small programs and small files take less disk space and cost less to send over the Internet.  Compression Algorithms for Real Programmers describes the basic algorithms and approaches for compressing information so you can create the smallest files possible....
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ACSM's Primary Care Sports MedicineLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007

	
		Written and edited by internationally known experts in primary care sports medicine, this book is the most comprehensive sports medicine reference geared to primary care practitioners. It is the ideal text for physicians studying for the Certificate of Added Qualifications in Sports Medicine that is now offered in many disciplines...
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The Art & Science of Interpreting Market Research EvidenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is supported by a ten-module training course consisting of a series of PowerPoint presentation charts. This also includes case studies that will be helpful to University lecturers and those responsibl e for training new graduates entering the mark et research industry, on either the client or agency side.
    "This is modern...
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Mathematical Models for Systems ReliabilityCRC Press, 2008
Evolved from the lectures of a recognized pioneer in developing the theory of reliability, Mathematical Models for Systems Reliability provides a rigorous treatment of the required probability background for understanding reliability theory.
This classroom-tested text begins by discussing the Poisson process and its associated...
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SOA Governance in Action: REST and WS-* ArchitecturesManning Publications, 2012

	
	
		A few years ago, I wrote a book with a colleague about open source ESBs (Enterprise
	
		Service Buses), Open Source ESBs in Action (Manning, 2008). In that book we wrote
	
		about using open source tools to integrate applications and expose legacy systems as
	
		services. In the years that followed, ESBs were seen as one of the...
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